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Architects discuss Kartarpur corridor at Engage meet

Architect Charanjit Singh Shah addresses a session of Engage Ludhiana-2019 on Sunday. Tribune
photo

Our Correspondent

Ludhiana, June 2
Engage Ludhiana 2019 was held in association with the Indian Institute of Architecture (IIA), Punjab
Chapter, and Ludhiana Centre here today.

More than 200 stalwarts of architecture and design industry from all parts of Punjab attended the
event.

The keynote speaker at the event was architect Charanjit Singh Shah, an educationist, academician
and founder of ‘Creative Group’.

He spoke on ‘Creating sustainable smart infrastructure’, which was a detailed discussion on
Kartarpur Land Port Terminal (corridor) – a symbol of peace.

Shah’s knowledge and approach towards ‘green architecture in India’, and inclination towards
spearheading landmark sustainable projects, made the session insightful and knowledgeable.

A power-pack panel discussion on ‘Globalisation through Technology and Material Integration’ was
the highlight of the session, which was made livelier by experts from the field, including architects
Sanjay Goel (Designex Architects), Charanjit Singh Shah (Creative Group), Ravinder Singh (Living
Space), Thakur Udayveer (Space Race Architects) and Kanav Khosla (Avinash Khosla and
Associates).

The panel discussion was moderated by HH Nishanth from DSP Design Associates Bangalore,
whose association with Engage as a knowledge partner made the panel discussion interactive.

According to IIA Punjab Chapter president Sanjay Goel, the ‘Engage Ludhiana – 2019’ turned out to
be a major successful event in the area of architecture, bringing together the architects and
designers of the industry under one roof to interact, glimpse latest products and technology, gain
knowledge, network and create business avenues to flourish and grow.
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were living in a rented house in
Sector 22 here, were found murdered on Thursday
afternoon. Sharp-edged weapons were used in the crime,
police said.
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